POVERTY KNOWS NO RELIGION

— Haji Demir, ZF Executive Director

For every dollar donated to Zafat Foundation of America, 94 cents goes directly toward programs serving those in need.

3 WAYS TO DONATE

- WWW.ZAFAT.ORG
- 1.888.ZAFAT.US (1.888.925.2887)
- PO BOX 639 Worth, IL 60482

Zafat Foundation of America is a 501(c)(3) Non-Profit Organization. Donations are U.S. tax exempt.
Our Work

- ZAKAT, SADAQAH, AQEEQAH
- SADAQAH JARIYAH
- FOOD SECURITY
- RAMADAN, FIDYA, KAFFARAH
- UDHIAH / QURBANI
- ORPHAN SPONSORSHIP

EMERGENCY RELIEF

- HEALTH & WELLNESS
- QUALITY EDUCATION
- SUSTAINABLE LIVELIHOODS
- REFUGEE EMPOWERMENT
- CLEAN WATER & SANITATION

Our Impact

On average, every year...

50K WAR & DISASTER victims receive LIFE-SAVING AID

8M poor and HUNGRY people are given FOOD SECURITY

32K impoverished people gain SELF-SUFFICIENCY and a SUSTAINABLE INCOME

70K REFUGEE lives are REBUILT through education, health care and shelter

10K poor CHILDREN receive access to EDUCATION

75K ORPHANS and vulnerable children are FOSTERED and cared for

58K receive MEDICAL care and MENTAL HEALTH counseling

50K people now have CLEAN, safe WATER